A smooth acquisition

Client need

A regional hospital system had undergone multiple changes over several years. In approximately 2012, it merged with another hospital system to provide health services to the majority of its state. In 2017, the two systems separated, with this organization again operating on its own.

In 2019, it bought several facilities from the hospital system from which it separated. The other system faced financial difficulties, so the purchase was completed quickly to allow the facilities to stay open and the employees to become employees of the buyer.

The hospital system employed just over 3,000 people when the sale was announced; it now needed to onboard more than 4,000 additional employees in just over a month. Communication was needed about everything, from badges and parking to email taglines and payroll changes — all while new employees were adapting to a new employer.

Because so much had to be done in a short time, the plan sponsor brought the new employees into its 401(k) plan using auto enrollment, rather than transitioning the employees' plan and merging balances. The client encouraged the new employees to enroll in their new plan before auto enrollment and to roll in assets from their previous plan.

The Lincoln solution

Lincoln was confident that we could leverage our merger and acquisition (M&A) experience to smooth the transition for new employees and ease the burden on the plan sponsor's Human Resources (HR) department. We needed to educate employees about their new plan and their options for the money they were leaving behind with their prior employer.

Because these employees were considered terminated by the previous employer, they were eligible to take a payout of their retirement balances, which could, in the long run, have serious consequences for their retirement readiness. To help new employees and to encourage engagement with the new plan, we put together a strategy that included the following:

- A focus on individual attention for new employees. Transitions can be hard for employees to navigate, so a team of 12 retirement consultants (RCs) spent time at all locations, meeting one-on-one and helping new employees understand their new plan and their options. Our dedicated Internal Retirement Consultant (IRC) team in Fort Wayne, Indiana, was available for off-site employees, third-shift employees, and those who were unable to meet in person with an RC.
- A custom transition brochure that outlined the auto enrollment process, new plan details, and upcoming group and one-on-one meetings. Because employees were asked to attend multiple meetings and the HR staff was concerned about "meeting fatigue," the brochure and the Lincoln team focused on one-on-one meetings for employees.
- Twenty custom group meetings, one of which was recorded and uploaded online so it's available anytime.
A custom transitional website, continually updated, that focused exclusively on transitioning employees and providing the information they needed. Standard items on the site were a link to the Click2Meet® online scheduling tool, where an employee could easily schedule a meeting with a retirement consultant (RC); a video recording of the group presentation; a link to enroll in the plan in advance of auto enrollment; and specific group and one-on-one meeting schedules by both date and location. The transitional website was featured in the transition brochure.

Reminders of upcoming one-on-one meeting opportunities, including links to encourage advance registration, sent via the client’s internal communication portal. Emails customized to each location were created and given to the plan sponsor, who sent them to all employees at specific locations in advance of upcoming RC visits. These emails referred people to the transition website for additional updates.

A custom two-page roll-in form designed to make it easier for RCs to capture the greatest amount of roll-in assets available from the prior plan. The custom form kept the information needed to complete the form on the first page, which allowed RCs to help participants quickly and easily roll in previous account balances.

Results

At the end of the transition period, the numbers were beyond impressive.

- Along with the 20 scheduled group meetings, RCs met individually with 2,690 employees, or roughly 67% of incoming employees.
- Of those employees, 1,502 (or 36.6% of all incoming employees) chose to enroll in the plan before auto enrollment took effect.
- Employees completed approximately 1,900 roll-ins totaling $67 million from previous employers’ plans.
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